
Two problems:
Given directed graph
6 =CV, E).
S:SOUVCO ↓

two vortices

7:target/sink



Maximum Flow

An (s,t)-flow is an

assignment8iE- so that
models how material flows

through the notwork.

It must follow the

-rationconstraint:

for each vertex v (except
may 60 stt)

[f(r+w) =2f(n+ v)
W W

(will say f(vEw) =0 if *yE)



S8(v) = =f(v>n) - [f(wir)
Us

so ff(v) =0 if veds,t3

the cup of f is
181i =ff(s) =281s +w) -

~

Ef(us)

claim:ff(s) =-8fYH
Proot:
0 =[8f()

=ff(s) +6f(t)

Edges have ties
ciE* Ro



Flow - is able with

respectto capacities c

if f(e) =c(0) Fo =E

Say aflow f...

↳rates edge it
f(0) =c(0)

-rds &if f(0)
=0

OFS45c:flow network
-

flow on edge
or
capacity↳

⑧

181 =10 -



maximum flow problem:
find a feasible (s,5)-flow
of maxvalue



Minimum Cut

An Arutis a partition
of V into disjoint StT.

Iso SUT =V+S-T =0)

where se S 1+ +T.

The city of cut (S,T)
is the sum of capacities
for edges going from SIT.

IIS,T1i= 2 [c(r-, w)
VeS weT

(well say c(u5)
=0 if wivAE)



11S, 511
=

15
↑capacity

minimum cut problem:
find an (s,t)-cut of min

capacity



Lomma: The value of my
Spas: flo (s,t)-flow is at most
the capacityofmy (s,5)-out

IS,T.
151 =25(s)

=22f(r)
V-S

=Es2f(v-r) - 2 [f(wir)veS u

=2 [f(vin) - [[f(u)
reS WAS reS WAS

=E [flvow) - [[f(air)
VeS weT was not



= [[f(v+n)
[8 =0]

veS WeT

=Est (r =w)

=IIS, TII

181=11S,T1 iff, we
avoid all edges from T to]

↓ saturate all edges from
S to T



Max-Flow Min-Cut Theorem
SFord & Fal Korson '54]
ISElias, Feinstein, Shannon's6]:

The maximum flow value
- The min cut capacity.
We'll assume G is reduced
-

For everypair use V, we
have atmost one of

up or ry W.

Can guarantes:



Proof:Let f be an
arbitraryfeasible (s,t)-
flow.

Either we can find a

Getten flow or 181=11S, TII
for some (S,i.

The capacity
function :UxVTI

I (u5v)
=clux)-f(ux) if

E 0 0.W.

UGvEE

f(v>u) if Un+E



f(u+r) =0 6f(n+)= -(n+r)

so res, caps are non-neg.

Residual graph -G,
=IV, Es

Eg:all wir sitG(nxu)>0

6 G
f

Either there is a path p
from s to fear there isn't...

in 65



Suppose P exists...

Call itan ing
path
-

LetFi=min (n (v)wirep"s
Will "push" F units of flow
along P.

Define a now flow fliETIR
where f'(u5u)=

E
-(u(v) + F if ur =P
f(ur)-F if viwep

-(wir) 0,W.



I 68

p I'

Facts:f' is feasible.

181 =181 + F

so i was not max
value.



Suppose P does notexist.

S:vertices reachible from
sin 6

I

T:=V IS.

CS, T) is an (sst) -cut
-

For all utS ↓ reT.
u5*F

2.
If wivGE,0 =

c (w5r)
=((u5r) - f(u+v)

so air is saturated
-



If viwxE, 0 = c (n+)
=f(v-u)

So vu is

-doc

I saturates all ST
odgos t avoids all TIS
odges

So 181=11S, 511.
So Iis max valued

IS,T) is min capacity.


